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In-Home Care Payroll & HR:

Debunking the Myths of Outsourcing

Introductions

Top 4 Myths of Outsourcing

•Too Expensive

•Less Control Over Tax Movement

•Runs Just Fine In-House

•No Time to Make a Switch

What You Are Missing Out On

About Viventium

AGENDA
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TODAY'S FACILITATOR

Jon Bearn

Senior HCM Sales Specialist

TOP 4 MYTHS OF OUTSOURCING

• Margins are too tight in this industry to afford 

to use technology

• In-house software doesn’t cost much

• There’s no room in the budget to outsource

• Already have employees in place to handle it

• Have been doing it the same way for many years

• There are no issues, no gaps in compliance

IT’S TOO EXPENSIVE EVERYTHING RUNS JUST FINE IN-HOUSE

LOSE CONTROL OVER TAX MOVEMENT NO TIME TO MAKE A SWITCH

• Taxes are debited with each payroll

• May not get reimbursed from Medicaid or 

Medicare fast enough

• Insufficient cash flow

• Already have everything needed, no reason to switch

• Implementing an outsourced provider is a time-

consuming, labor-intensive process

• Too many other important projects to worry about
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Myth #1: It’s Too Expensive

Greater Opportunity for GrowthROI Often Exceeds the Cost More Than Just Dollars & Cents

• Agencies are losing out on filing 

for Work Opportunity Tax 

Credits, which is automated 

and tracked in most 

outsourced solutions

• Paper costs and other SG&A 

expenses add up and take up 

office space

• Gaps in compliance often lead 

to fines and penalties that can 

range from $10,000 to more 

than $100,000

• Employee satisfaction plummets 

when they do not have a 

positive On-boarding 

experience

• A G2 Crowd survey found 80% 

of HR administrators say using 

HR technologies  improved 

employee attitude toward the 

company

• The cost of turnover is 

expensive, averaging $2,600 per 

lost employee

• By alleviating the time spent on 

back-end processes and 

manual work, agencies can 

concentrate on strategic 

initiatives like growing the 

business rather than keeping up 

with administrative tasks

• Technology streamlines 

processes so that it doesn’t 

take longer to do every task, 

the software grows with you to 

minimize workload and strain 

on your staff

"When a caregiver can tell that management is disorganized from an outside perspective, you know it’s bad. It’s one thing to be internally disorganized (messy desk, myriad of 
appointments, etc.), but it’s another when you’re repeatedly missing deadlines that directly affect your caregivers – like payroll, scheduling, and other client information.”

- "What Causes Caregiver Turnover"
Megan Kujawa
(Home Care Pulse Blog, October 2020)

We needed an easier process so that we could focus on more 
strategic aspects of growing the business. Viventium has transformed 
our business. I feel like they always have our back so that we’re able 

to have our workers’ backs.

“

”

What Our Clients Tell Us

Katherine Perez, Mrs. G's Services
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Myth #2: Lose Control Over Tax Movement

• According to the IRS, 40% of small 
businesses pay penalties each 
year for late or incorrect filings 
and payments

• Penalties are charged for various 
reasons, including if you don’t:

• File your tax return on time

• Pay any tax you owe on time and in the 
right way

• Prepare an accurate return

• Provide accurate information returns

• 2-10% of the total amount of 
payroll is owed in penalties for 
submitting the wrong payroll tax 
amount

• Penalties start accruing on the 
due date of your payroll taxes

• Interest may be charged if not 
paid in full

• You must make tax deposits on 
one of two frequencies – Monthly 
or Semiweekly

• If your tax liability for preceding quarter is 
less than $2,500, you may pay the taxes 
for the current quarter with your filed 
return instead

• Monthly - you reported taxes of 
$50,000 or less during the 12-
month lookback period

• Semiweekly – you reported taxes 
of more than $50,000 for the 12-
month lookback period

• Next Day Rule - Any business that 
accumulates tax liability of 
$100,000 or more during a deposit 
period, taxes must be deposited 
the next business day after 
$100,000 is accumulated, 
regardless of depositor frequency

• Although taxes are pulled the 
day after payroll processing with 
an outsourced provider, you can 
ensure accuracy of taxes paid 
and no penalties for late 
deposits

• Many payroll providers offer 
a tax guarantee, ensuring that 
customers will incur no penalties 
because the providers take 
responsibility any fines that may 
occur

• Outsourced providers have teams 
of tax experts at your disposal to 
catch any errors before they occur 
and provide expert guidance

PENALTIESDEPOSITOR FREQUENCY TAX EXPERTS

Myth #3: Everything Runs Just Fine In-House

• By doing payroll in-house, 
agencies lose the ability to 
utilize other valuable HCM 
products, increasing 
productivity and overall 
employee satisfaction

• Applicant Tracking

• Electronic Onboarding

• Benefits Administration

• Learning Management

• HR Advisory

PAYROLL & TAX FILING ACA TRACKING HCM PRODUCTS

• Payroll processing for the Home 

Care, Home Health, and Hospice 

industries is one of the most 

complex tasks out of any industry

• Caregivers and nurses work many 

different visits often at different 

rates, and may fail to record a visit 

on time for payroll

• Improperly calculating blended 

rate OT and retroactive pay opens 

the possibility for wage and hour 

disputes and DOL fines

• In the Home Care world, 

caregivers’ hours fluctuate so 

often that they may hit Full-time 

status without you realizing it

• Manually tracking this for ACA 

purposes is tedious and nearly 

impossible, often putting an 

agency out of compliance

• The tack hammer fine is $2,570 

for each Full-time employee not 

offer minimal essential care
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Myth #4: No Time to Make a Switch

MORE THAN JUST PAYROLL

• A good HR and payroll provider 

will have all of the answers to your 

compliance questions as well as 

the ones you don’t even have yet

• You will have team at your 

disposable who is often SHRM 

certified, experts in compliance, 

and will guide you on best 

practices

• Non-industry software can create 

tons of problems and headaches, 

and rather than helping you run 

your business, you’ll probably 

have to spend hours afterwards 

carefully examining everything

• According to the National Business 

Association, 1 in 5 business owners 

spend over 6 hours each month 

handling payroll taxes internally

• Whether you use a scheduling, 

time keeping system such as 

Vesta, WellSky, KanTime or 

AlayaCare, etc, a great HCM 

software will interface with it to 

eliminate manual entry and 

manipulation of data

• Self-Service apps help free up 

time for the admin staff, allowing 

them to spend less time assisting 

caregivers and more time on 

servicing and managing of clients

• 20 years ago, most payroll providers 

were not able to offer other HR 

products to help streamline your 

business

• Today, HCM providers have solutions 

for everything from sourcing and 

onboarding your new hires to 

selecting employee benefits to 

tracking of PPP loans and ERC credits

• HR Advisory professionals can help 

with the update of policies and job 

descriptions, and help stay on top of 

new laws and regulations

FREES UP MORE TIME EXPERT GUIDANCE

Everything about Viventium's PPP Forgiveness Suite webinar was very 

clear and easy to follow – the website, the reporting, the screen 

displays, and all of the instructions. The information was provided in 

a helpful and well-laid-out format and was presented in a 

logical, step-by-step way.

“

”

What Our Clients Tell Us

Miriam Greenspan, Dr. Greenspan
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•Founded in 1991 - family owned, privately held

•HQ in New Jersey

• Proprietary software

•90%+ retention rate

•5,000+ clients

•Onboarded first health 

services client in 2005

•Today pay over 235,000 

employees in health 

services

•SOC 1 Type 2

•256-bit encryption

•Bonded & insured

ABOUT VIVENTIUM

VIVENTIUM PRODUCTS
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THANK YOU!
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